TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF BLUEBOX FILM FESTIVAL 2017 CONTEST

1. Contest takes place from 19 to 23 of September 2017 in Olsztyn.
2. Contest is internationally open, everyone who is interested in film, animation, computer
graphics and digital image processing can participate.
3. During festival there are following contests:
- GreenBox Feature Film Competition for the Best Digital Scenario Designers in Feature Films
- RedBox Short Film Competition for the Creators of the Most Interesting Short Film
(animations, commercials, short films, intro)
- BlueBox Post-production Studies Competition for the most interesting post-production
development of picture and sound in a feature film
- WhiteBox Full-length Film and Short Film Competition for creators of the most interesting
sound effects
- MoniBox Independent Film Competition
4. To qualify for official competitions feature films and short digital film forms ie. animated
films, commercials, intros, shorts, single effects of video/ audio must be created after 1
January 2015.
5. Works submitted within 10.09.2017 by post-production studios, film producers,
distributors or independent artists will take part in the competitions. The application is
considered valid if it is made within the deadline prescribed in the application card available
on the website sskpojezierze.olsztyn.pl/festiwal-filmowy-bluebox-2017. The declaration
must be accompanied by a DVD with the work and send it to the Stowarzyszenie Spoleczno –
Kulturalne „Pojezierze”, ul. Okopowa 15, 10-075 Olsztyn. Submitting a film or a short film is
considered equivalent to granting a license for a competition show.
6. Contestants can submit:
- One set of feature films for the feature film competition - max.2 movies

- One set of short films for short film competition - max. 20 minutes projection
The organizers reserve the right to qualify for feature film and short digital film contests.
7. Up to 12 feature films and 20 sets of short forms will be accepted for the competitions.
8. The competition will be judged by a 5-person jury composed of representatives of the film
and art critics, whose composition will be announced on Facebook/BlueBox2017 and at:
sskpojezierze.olsztyn.pl.
9. Applicant covers the costs of accommodation and meals on their own.
10. The organizers will cover the cost of the stay of the winners at the festival and special
guests.

